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WARRIORS HOLD
OFF GRIZZLIES

DISPUTE MOVES TO COUNCIL

Developer wants ridgeline map altered B1

PEGGY SUE CRUISE REVIVED

Thompson’s sensational second quarter
boosts Golden State to win Sports

Event on again, but changes planned B3

Houses trickle onto market in county
New listings, contracts
rise in March even as tight
inventory constricts sales
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

Sonoma County home sales
remain at their lowest level in
seven years, but the housing
market began to show signs of
life last month with a marked
increase in new home listings

and in signed contracts between
buyers and sellers.
Buyers purchased 328 single-family homes in March, according to The Press Democrat’s
monthly housing report compiled by Pacific Union International Vice President Rick Laws.
That was the lowest number for
the month since 256 houses were
purchased in March 2008.
But also last month, 613 properties entered the market as
new listings, the most for March
in five years. And buyers and

sellers signed contracts to buy
495 properties, the most for the
month in seven years. While
some of those agreements typically fall through, most are expected to become final in April
and May.
For the year’s first quarter,
home purchases were lackluster, Laws acknowledged, but
“the only reason the sales were
not so hot was there was no inventory.” He maintained that
last month’s jump in signed conTURN TO HOUSES, PAGE A8
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GIANTS HOME OPENER

A rousing return

2 men
ID’d in
abalone
deaths
Witnesses say divers killed
in Caspar Cove in trouble
as soon as they entered sea
By MARY CALLAHAN
T HE P R ES S D EM O CR AT
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Giants pitcher Madison Bumgarner rides a horse to deliver the World Series banner Monday at AT&T Park in San Francisco.

Loss almost a footnote as SF marks past titles, goes equestrian
INSIDE
SPORTS

By PHIL BARBER
TH E P RE S S D E MO C RAT

SAN FRANCISCO
he Giants rode Madison Bumgarner to a
World Series title last October. Monday,
they let Bumgarner do the riding.
The burly pitcher who led the Giants to their
third championship in five seasons added to his
Bunyanesque legend by hopping atop an SFPD
steed, World Series banner in hand, to highlight
the pregame festivities at the 2015 home opener at
AT&T Park. San Francisco wound up losing 2-0 to
the Colorado Rockies, but the result was almost
a footnote as the Giants hosted their biennial
celebration.
The players and coaches entered the field of
play through a gate in center field, with pitcher

Lowell Cohn:
Giants may be
world champions,
but they can’t hit.
Shut out: Heston
up to challenge as
pitcher, but SF can’t
push in runs.
Oakland wins:
A’s dominate
against Astros.

T
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Fans enjoy the pregame festivities as the Giants prepare
to take on the Colorado Rockies on Monday at AT&T Park
in San Francisco.
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go to press
democrat.com

A North Coast vacation that
ended in grief over the loss of
three abalone divers Sunday
was built around a cross-country business association that
had turned into friendship and
an invitation to come west,
some who knew the victims
said Monday.
Two of the men who died,
Bay Area attorney Tae Won Oh
and Atlanta-area real estate
broker Hyun Kook Shin, had
worked on a commercial property deal together before Oh
suggested a diving trip on the
Mendocino Coast, those who
knew them said.
Shin, who was to have celebrated his 49th birthday today,
brought along his wife and several friends, including a childhood friend from Fort Lee, N.J.,
who also died, his sister said.
His name was being withheld
pending notification of his
family.
It was unclear how much abalone diving experience could be
accounted for among the 10 or so
who took part in the adventure,
though Shin, his sister said, had
spent years diving and fishing.
Oh, 49, a Dublin resident who
practiced law with the Stanzler
Law Group in Palo Alto, mostly as a commercial litigator
and real estate transactions attorney, was a physically active
man who got kidded for coming
to work banged up from playing soccer, said Jordan Stanzler, a partner with the firm.
Stanzler said he believed Oh
had been abalone diving before, but he did not know how
many times.
Most of the others in the party were from Georgia, brought
TURN TO DIVERS, PAGE A8

Rubio vows change as he eyes White House
Fla. senator enters presidential race,
attempts to appeal to younger
voters, moderate Republicans
By ASHLEY PARKER
and ALAN RAPPEPORT
N E W YOR K TI M E S

WILFREDO LEE / Associated Press

Florida Sen. Marco Rubio is joined by sons Anthony,
center, and Dominic and wife Jeanette on Monday
as he announces his presidential bid in Miami.

MIAMI — Sen. Marco Rubio of Florida
announced Monday that he is running
for president, declaring that he is the best
person to lead the United States into “another American century.”
Rubio made his announcement Monday evening during a speech in Miami in
which he presented himself as the embodiment of generational change who
can unite the Republican Party’s factions

and offer economic solutions for the 21st
century.
At 43, the youngest candidate in the
rapidly growing 2016 presidential field,
Rubio cast himself as a forward-looking, next-generation leader — and an
implicit contrast to Jeb Bush, 62, whose
family has dominated Republican politics for nearly three decades, and Hillary
Rodham Clinton, 67, the wife of a former
president and the most likely Democratic
nominee.
“Too many of our leaders and our
ideas are stuck in the 20th century,” Rubio said, pointing to education and spending programs put in place by Democrats
in the 1990s.
In a direct attack on Clinton’s candidaTURN TO RUBIO, PAGE A8
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Investment group says it
hopes to attract beverage
and food processors to
southwest SR complex / C8
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